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Abstract—This paper presents a Look-Up Table (LUT) based
Processing-In-Memory (PIM) technique with the potential for
running Neural Network inference tasks. We implement a bitline
computing free technique to avoid frequent bitline accesses to the
cache sub-arrays and thereby considerably reducing the memory
access energy overhead. LUT in conjunction with the compute
engines enables sub-array level parallelism while executing complex operations through data lookup which otherwise requires
multiple cycles. Sub-array level parallelism and systolic input
data ﬂow ensure data movement to be conﬁned to the SRAM
slice.
Our proposed LUT based PIM methodology exploits substantial parallelism using look-up tables, which does not alter
the memory structure/organization, that is, preserving the bitcell and peripherals of the existing SRAM monolithic arrays.
Our solution achieves 1.72x higher performance and 3.14x lower
energy as compared to a state-of-the-art processing-in-cache
solution. Sub-array level design modiﬁcations to incorporate LUT
along with the compute engines will increase the overall cache
area by 5.6%. We achieve 3.97x speedup w.r.t neural network
systolic accelerator with a similar area. The re-conﬁgurable
nature of the compute engines enables various neural network
operations and thereby supporting sequential networks (RNNs)
and transformer models. Our quantitative analysis demonstrates
101x, 3x faster execution and 91x, 11x energy efﬁcient than
CPU and GPU respectively while running the transformer model,
BERT-Base.
Index Terms—Processing-in-memory, SRAM, Look-up table,
Neural networks

multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) operation facilitating various
PIM design explorations. Further, the data-intensive nature of
many emerging applications such as deep neural networks
(DNN) beneﬁt from in-place data manipulation abilities of
PIM architectures.
SRAM memories predominantly have been on-chip caches
in processor architectures constituting up-to 70% of the overall
chip area [8]. The SRAM based PIM solutions take advantage
of the same, and convert the huge memory area into compute
units. They also leverage the potential for much higher internal
data bandwidth within the cache than to external logic. Most
of the existing state-of-the art SRAM based PIM designs [9],
[10], [11] perform computation by asserting multiple rows of
memory to establish data-dependent bitline discharge. This
technique is used in conjunction with modiﬁed sense ampliﬁers or the augmentation of digital logic at the edge of
the SRAM array to perform various logical functions within
an array [11]. While such bitline computing offers potential
for enormous parallelism in computing across all columns
of a large cache, it imposes signiﬁcant energy consumption
involved with charging and discharging the bitlines. This
overhead can become excessive for complex operations of
DNN workloads that need to be broken down into a large
sequence of simple bitline operations
Our work introduces a LUT-based bitline computing free
PIM solution for in cache acceleration of various DNN workloads. It efﬁciently leverages the array-level parallelism for
performance gains, while reducing the energy consumption
of bitline computing approaches. The lookup table (LUT)
based computational approaches have been widely used in
the FPGA and custom-ASIC architectures to implement a
wide variety of functions [12], [13], [14]. Speciﬁcally, Taylor’s
series expansion of functions (exponent, trigonometric functions) is leveraged for hardware implementation using a ﬁnite
number of stored entries in a LUT along with minimal logic
[15]. Further, there have been approaches that conﬁgure the
on-chip SRAM in Field Programmable Gate arrays (FPGA)
for supporting ﬁxed-precision multiplications to augment the
hardwired multiply-accumulate logic for DSP applications
[16], [17]. Similarly, LUTNet [18] makes use of LUTs for
realizing XNOR-gate to run Binarized Neural Networks. These
existing LUT-based hardware implementations inspire us to
design a LUT-based PIM architecture, as an alternative to

I. I NTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of application data volumes and the
increasing gap between speed of logic and memory calls
the conventional von-Neumann architecture based computing
systems into questions regarding their compute efﬁciency. The
excessive energy and latency costs associated with data movement have resurrected interest in processor-in-memory (PIM)
architectures [1], [2]. These designs blur the gap between
compute engines and storage to alleviate the data movement
costs. Several emerging non-volatile memory technologies
such as Resistive Random Access Memory (RRAM) [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7] cross-point arrays augment the primary role
of data storage with intrinsic computation support for the
*This work was done as part of internship at Processor Architecture
Research Lab, Intel Labs, Bangalore, KA, India.
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bitline based architectures.
DNN workloads (CNNs, RNNs, Transformer models etc.)
comprise various operations such as multiply-and-accumulate
(MAC), normalization, element wise scalar arithmetic, and diverse range of non-linear functions like Sigmoid, Tanh, ReLu,
and Softmax. In order to support end-to-end acceleration of
these diverse set of workloads, accelerators need to incorporate
the necessary compute logic for all the above mentioned
operations, and thereby potentially incur area and static power
consumption overheads. The reconﬁgurability provided by the
LUT based compute engines aids in performing these diverse
operations within the memory efﬁciently without sacriﬁcing
logic area overhead needed for these special functions. Most
existing inference accelerators for DNN workloads incorporate
integer-based (reduced precision) computations by leveraging
quantization techniques for improved latency and energy consumption. In addition, recent works on quantization demonstrate that, it is beneﬁcial to have various integer bit precision
for different network layers for faster inference times, and
energy efﬁciency without compromising on the accuracy. The
need for varied bit precision, and the efﬁciency of DNNs with
reduced compute precision further makes a better case for
LUT-based approaches. LUTs can be reconﬁgured to support
different precision and fewer LUT entries are required for
reduced precision operations.
LUT based approaches can replace a sequence of operations
in bitline based SRAM architectures with a single read operation from a memory subarray. The energy and latency beneﬁts
for such LUT based operations are especially signiﬁcant for
primitives that fundamentally take more cycles to compute
such as multiplication or division. However, the integration
of such LUT functionality for individual functions in custom
designs is signiﬁcantly different from our goal to support LUT
based compute within SRAM caches. The LUT based compute
should result in minimal perturbation in either latency or power
consumption to the basic operations of read and write required
from the caches.
Towards exploring the design space of LUT based compute
in caches, this paper makes the following contributions.
•

•

•

•

matrix multiply and MAC-based operations within the
memory which leads to further improvement in performance by overlapping computation with input load time.
We demonstrate the reconﬁgurability of the BFree architecture with different precision execution of the layers
within the same network (switching between 4-bit, and
8-bit precision). We also show ﬂexibility by executing different DNN workloads (CNN, RNN, Transformer
models) within the same fabric.

Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the background of neural network primitives, memory
organization and motivates bitline compute free PIM for energy efﬁciency. Section III focuses on the BFree architecture.
Section IV maps kernels in various neural networks on to
the BFree architecture with PIM support. Section V describes
in detail the analysis strategy and evaluation of our work.
Section VI briefs about the relevant related works. Section
VII summarizes and concludes.
II. BACKGROUND & M OTIVATION
In this section, we give an overview of cache memory
organization in the existing general purpose architectures, and
the basics, design considerations and various challenges in
bitline computing-based PIM architectures.
A. Cache Organization
SRAM memory in a general purpose processor is typically
organized as multiple cache hierarchies. Fig.1 shows the
structure of the last level L3 cache hierarchy (similar to Intel
E5 processor with 35MB L3 cache) for a speciﬁc processor
with 14 cores. A typical L3 cache consists of multiple ‘slices’
and each of them will have direct access to its corresponding
processor core. Fig.1(a) illustrates an L3 cache hierarchy made
up of 14 slices. Slice0 can be accessed by its corresponding

We present a bitline computation free PIM architecture
(we name it BFree) capable of computing various complex neural network primitives at the subarray granularity.
Alternate to bitline computing, BFree does not make use
of multi row activation and repetitive bitline accesses
while performing complex PIM operations like MAC,
division, square root, exponent, sigmoid, tanh, softmax,
etc.
BFree transforms the subarray into a LUT-based compute
engine and makes use of a tiny PIM controller named
BFree compute engine (BCE). The BCE also aids in
inter/intra subarray communication. We describe qualitatively and quantitatively the energy efﬁciency of this
architecture as compared to state-of-the-art PIM solutions
using bitline computing approach.
We enable the systolic data movement strategies for the

Fig. 1. Memory organization in a typical last level cache. (a) Slices and ring
interconnect with NUCA support. (b) Slice partitioned into multiple banks,
and each bank further into sub-banks. (c) 8KB subarray with 1024 rows and
64 cells in a row. (d) Subarray partitions and memory peripherals. (e) Subarray partition constituting of SRAM cells with precharge circuitry and sense
ampliﬁers for data access.
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processor core0 directly and access to other cores is established through a ring interconnect. Fig.1(b) shows a single
slice with four banks, each bank consists of ten sub-banks and
the sub-bank is further divided into 8KB subarrays. Every subarray has four partitions (see Fig.1(c)) along with the necessary
sub-array peripherals and timing circuitry (not shown in the
ﬁgure). This kind of memory organization helps to retain the
overall memory density by containing all the peripherals in
the sub-arrays and also by avoiding splitting of address and
data bus. Sub-array peripherals are responsible for address
decoding (decoder), MUXing the entire row of data into the
data bus (column multiplexer), precharge circuit (precharging
the bitlines while reading), sense ampliﬁer to sense the bitline
discharge and write drivers to load the bitlines with the
data to be written. Any PIM strategy which disturbs this
tightly coupled sub-array organization will either negatively
impact the data access (memory property) or increase the PIM
execution latency. BFree architecture considers the same cache
organisation and consciously incorporates the PIM compute
circuitry at sub-array level with minimal perturbations to the
peripheral circuitry and memory circuitry at bit-level or bank
level. The resulting design has minimal impact on conventional
memory performance and still achieves massive parallelism.

Fig. 2. Energy and Latency breakdown of a data access showing the impact
of the interconnects

C. Bitline Computing: Pros and Cons
Fig.2 shows the breakdown of data access latency and
energy in accessing an SRAM slice. Interconnect between the
subarray and the slice port contributes to more than 90% of
overall latency and energy. The sub-array access dominated by
the bit line access contributes 6% and 9% to overall latency
and energy. Hence it is desirable to avoid data movement
through the highly parasitic interconnect and compute within
a subarray. Further, if the bitline accesses are reduced the
most signiﬁcant part of subarray energy will also be mitigated.
Further, massive parallelism can be enabled by concurrent
processing at individual sub arrays. PIM performance can
be determined by the number of operations per PIM cycle
(PIM-OPC). PIM-OPC is an indicator of the degree of parallelism within the subarray. For example, considering the
column muxing of 4:1, for the subarray in Fig.1(c), 8 Boolean
operations (8-bit operands and bit-parallel computing) are
possible in one PIM cycle. Hence PIM-OPC in this case is 8
considering all the 64 bitlines computing in parallel. Similarly,
multiplication requires operands to be stored column-wise for
bit-serial computation [9], [20], [21] through MRA. Even in
this case, computation parallelism across all the bitlines is
achieved. However, a 8-bit multiplication takes 102 PIM cycles
[9]. Therefore PIM-OPC, in this case, is approximately 0.63
(the number of bitlines divided by the PIM cycle = 64/102)
which is much less than 1. To achieve higher PIM-OPC, the
number of columns within each subarray partition needs to
be increased. An increase in the number of cells per row is a
drastic change in the organization that will have serious implications on memory performance and is not recommended.
Any technique with fewer PIM execution cycles eliminates the
need for bitline granular computation while achieving the same
performance through subarray level parallelism. Reading the
operands from the subarray and designing a compute logic
with fast execution (less than a PIM cycle) will alleviate
the stress on bitline thereby achieving energy efﬁciency and
performance improvement due to reduced PIM cycles.

B. Bitline Computing and Design Considerations: Overview
One of the most common PIM techniques is to assert multiple wordlines where the input operands are located and establish a bitline discharge to obtain the computed output. Boolean
operations take one compute cycle when both operands are
stored in the same partition of the subarray. These computations are limited to bitwise operations. In order to obtain
massive parallelism while performing multibit logic operations
such as addition or MAC, input operands have to be stored
in bit-serial fashion and the computation takes more than one
cycle. However, certain constraints have to be met in designing
the memory array with robust multiple row activation (MRA).
Memory operations are very sensitive to noise especially under
low voltage and scaled technology nodes. Activating multiple
rows simultaneously for data read will cause a write bias
condition and there are chances of data corruption. Zhang et al.
[19], show that the MRA operation results in decrease of noise
margin index. To address this, wordline voltage needs to be
reduced to at least two-thirds of the supply voltage. Reduction
in the supply voltage directly impacts the computation speed
while needing to activate separate wordline under driving
logic. Also, tweaking of wordline decoder is required and two
sense ampliﬁers need to be designed (conventionally one) per
column on the memory. In addition, additional computation
logic (to execute addition and MAC) is required near the sense
ampliﬁer and column-wise data access extension need to be
introduced. Even with all these PIM peripherals, operations
take multiple compute cycles (approximately n cycles for add
operation, and n2 cycles for multiply operation). While the
area overhead is still small compared to the overall chip area,
the high number of activations on the bitline impede the energy
efﬁciency.

D. Bitline Computing Alternatives
Various compute approaches can be adopted at the subarray
level to perform bitline free computing. A straightforward
approach is to integrate specialized hardware within each
subarray. Neural networks perform multiple operations at
every level. Consequently adding multiple specialized units
will result in signiﬁcant degradation of memory density
and adversely impact normal memory operations. Instead,
we introduce BFree, a LUT based compute that provides
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conﬁgurable support for multiple operations. This approach
minimally increases the memory area by introducing only
hardware that assists in combining LUT entries to realize
operations such as multiply, MAC, division, activation and
pooling for varied input bit widths. The proposed design
implements a LUT in the subarray that stores precomputed
outputs and an associated small control logic to offer ﬂexibility
in terms of functionality, without the need to modify the
subarray peripherals. BFree adopts the subarray level parallel
computing approach, incorporating LUT at every partition
within the subarray and BCE logic at the edge of the subarray,
thus obtaining high energy efﬁciency for applications with
numerous MAC and arithmetic operations.
In the subsequent sections, we will describe in detail qualitatively and quantitatively about LUT design strategy, BFree
architecture, design space exploration for enabling seamless
systolic dataﬂow within the cache.

storage. The conﬁguration block (CB) stores the metadata such
as bit-precision, operation, number of iterations, starting and
ending address for the computation to be performed. BCE is
responsible for orchestrating the PIM operations at the subarray granularity, as well as aid in the systolic communication.
It consists of fetch and decode logic for the PIM instructions,
control logic to schedule LUT accesses and other arithmetic
operations in sub-array and BCE. Since multiplication operation is the most widely used compute operation in the
DNN workloads, a hardwired multiply-LUT (ROM in the
Fig.3) is introduced in the BCE to reduce the number of
accesses to sub-array partitions. BCE snoops on the sub-array
data/address bus for scheduling the PIM operations and does
not incur any additional interconnect overheads at sub-arrays.
BCE incorporates a simple three stage in-order pipeline. In
the ﬁrst stage, it reads the metadata from CB and decodes the
PIM instruction. Decoded instruction consists of information
such as operation parameters, starting and ending address of
the weights stored in the sub-array. In the second stage, it
generates the necessary LUT addresses (in accordance with
the sub-array address) based on the operands and the type
of operation. In the third stage, the partial results from the
LUT lookup are further accumulated/processed based on the
operation and the ﬁnal result is stored in the output registers.

III. BF REE A RCHITECTURE
In this section, we provide an overview of BFree architecture and its support for various kernels in diverse DNN
workloads. BFree architecture incorporates compute capabilities at sub-array granularity in the conventional cache memory
organization. Few rows in each partition of the sub-array are
equipped with custom peripheral circuitry for the reduced cost
access for LUT entries. In addition, BFree compute engine
(BCE) comprises of additional control and compute logic,
hardwired multiply-LUT to efﬁciently support the execution
of various kernels. We discuss about the organization of BCE
and its execution ﬂow, LUT-based support for various kernels
and the efﬁcient systolic dataﬂow incorporated in the proposed
BFree architecture.

B. Look Up Table (LUT) Implementation
The number of entries in the LUT plays a signiﬁcant role in
determining the PIM performance. For example, to compute
the output of 8-bit multiplication in one cycle, LUT should
store 65,536 (28 × 28 input combinations) pre-computed entries (each of two bytes) which makes the design very impractical. Hence, the design should consider the tradeoff between
number of LUT read cycles and the size. Each sub-array in
the BFree design stores the LUT entries and conﬁguration
block, which stores the metadata (operands, type of operation
etc.) corresponding to the PIM instructions. We explored three
distinct design strategies for carefully optimizing LUT latency
and area. In ﬁrst approach, we design a standalone LUT with

A. BFree Sub-array and BCE Organization
Fig.3 shows the architectural overview of the sub-array
with LUT and BCE. Conventionally, the sub-array is divided
into 4 partitions, and all the partitions share the same timer
and decoder logic (labelled as T&D). BFree sub-array design
incorporates reduced access cost rows for LUT and CB

Fig. 4. (a) Dedicated low cost access LUT rows in one of the four partitions
of a sub-array. (b) Local precharge and segregated bitline for fast LUT access.
(c) Latency and energy comparison

Fig. 3. BFree architecture at the sub-array level showing LUT, pipeline stages
of the BCE and CB address ﬁeld
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separate LUT peripherals. A LUT for 4-bit multiply operands
requires two 256 8-bit entries with a total memory size of
256 bytes. This approach signiﬁcantly impacts the sub-array
area and performance. In the second approach, we allocate a
certain portion of the existing memory sub-array for storing
the LUT entries. Fig.4(a) shows one of the four partitions of
a sub-array in which two rows are dedicated for LUT entries.
Hence, a sub-array with four partitions will have in total eight
dedicated LUT rows (64 entries). LUT access latency and
energy will be the same as accessing any row of a partition
since the LUT shares the parasitic bitline of that partition (see
Fig.4(a)). While memory density is unaffected, high access
latency and energy will make the PIM operations inefﬁcient.
In the third approach, we designed decoupled bitlines for
the LUT rows alone for reduced access cost. In cache mode
(lut en = 0), a single bitline runs across the entire column cells
as shown in Fig.4(b). In PIM mode (lut en = 1), we activate
a local precharge circuit connecting only to the LUT region
of the sub-array partition. This reduces additional load on the
bitline and thus making data lookup 3x faster and 231x energy
efﬁcient, while utilizing the already available array peripherals.
High energy gains are attributed to the higher Vth transistors
used for the 2 LUT rows, and the precharge circuitry, as well
as, the minimum sized precharge drivers. Introduction of the
additional precharge circuitry increases the sub-array area by
a meager 0.5%.

Fig. 6. BCE execution pipeline showing initialization, computation and
writeback

the partial products accordingly. For a LUT supporting 4bit operands, the maximum number of entries required for
multiplication operation is 256. However, we reduce the
number of LUT entries to just 49 by utilizing fundamental
multiplication properties illustrated in [17]. Preloaded LUT
entries are shown in Fig.5. We store the products in LUT
only if both the operands are odd numbers. If either of the
operands are powers of two, then BCE shifts the other operand
before adding it to the partial result. If the operands are both
odd numbers, then BCE directly fetches its product from the
LUT. If both the numbers are even but non-powers of two,
then BCE decomposes it into multiples of odd number and
powers of two, and appropriately shift the partial product based
on the odd part fetched from the LUT before adding it to
the partial result. These decisions are made by the operand
analyzer within BCE logic (described in Section 3.1). Hence,
decomposing the operation between the LUT and the operand
analyzer will ensure fewer LUT entries. LUT entries can be
further reduced by half, by storing only the upper or lower
triangle entries but this will lead to reduced PIM parallelism.
Fig.6 illustrates the detailed execution steps for an example
matrix multiplication operation with 4-bit operands. In cycle 0,
BCE reads the contents of CB and decodes the address of ﬁrst
row of M1 along with the matrix dimensions. In cycle 1, ﬁrst
column of M2 is streamed in (input streaming are explained
detailed in Section IV) from the external bus and ﬁrst row of
M1 is read from sub-array using the generated addresses onto
the BCE registers. In the next three cycles, BCE performs three
multiplication and two addition operations to generate the ﬁrst
element of the output matrix. Since M1 data (“4” in this case)
is in powers of 2, we do not access the LUT in cycle 3 but
perform left shifting for multiplication. In cycle 4, two left
shift operations are performed since the input even number is
split into two powers-of-two numbers. LUT is accessed only
in cycle 5 since both inputs are odd numbers. ‘Output will
be written back in cycle 6. This pipeline continues until the
end of complete matrix multiplication. Since initialization is
performed only once during the beginning, computation cycles
are proportional to number of multiplications with a small
overhead of reading the operands. Even for higher bit-width
operands (8-bit, 16-bit), the BCE decomposes the operands
into 4-bit operands for the multiplication operation and accumulates the partials in a similar pipelined manner. Further, we
show an optimized matrix multiply execution which increases
the number of MAC (8-bit operands) operations per cycle from
0.5 to 4.
Optimizing BCE for matrix multiplications: The neural

C. LUT: Supported Operations
This section describes the various optimizations and mapping strategies adopted to support diverse operations in the
DNN workloads to LUT PIM operations. Naive mapping of
compute operations to LUTs require huge storage space, which
cannot be accommodated at cache sub-array granularity. We
adopt several optimization strategies to reduce the LUT storage
space.
1) Multiplication: For reducing the number of LUT entries,
we only store the entries for 4-bit operands in the sub-arrays.
For supporting multiplication operation for higher precision
operands (8-bit, 16-bit etc. ), BCE decomposes the operands
into smaller operands with 4-bit precision and accumulate

Fig. 5. Execution steps of BCE when both operands are odd with reduced
LUT entries for multiply operation
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values are calculated concurrently using the LUTs and adder
logic in BCE. Finally, the computed result is re-mapped to the
original data range using the shift operations.

Fig. 7. BCE optimized for matrix multiply, increasing number of multiply
operations by 8 times

X(Yh −Yl )
X
;
≈
Y
Yh2

network workloads are dominated by the convolution or matrix
multiply operations. Therefore, increasing the number of multiplications per cycle leads to improved performance. Every
access of the LUT for the selected operand utilizes only a
byte of data, thereby under-utilizing the LUT read operation.
In the case of matrix multiply, we can take advantage of
the LUT read by scheduling the inputs appropriately. Fig.7
shows the optimized BCE unit with efﬁcient input scheduling.
The input registers hold the ﬁrst rows of matrices A and B.
At timescale 1, the lower nibble (LS-4) of A00 selects the
appropriate LUT from the hardwired multiply-LUT (MULT
ROM in Fig.7) in the BCE. This enables all the outputs with
respect to the B matrix (by use of the switch MUX comprising
of 16x{8:1 MUX} and I/O is of a byte length) stored in
the input register and accumulates the values into the output
registers. In the next timescale, the upper nibble (MS-4) of A00
performs the same sequence of operations, thereby achieving 8
multiplications in 2 cycles. The subsequent row of matrix B is
loaded into the input register. LS-4 and MS-4 of A01 are fed at
timescales 3 and 4 respectively. The hardwired multiply-LUT
in the BCE reduces the bus trafﬁc and achieves seamless data
movement within the memory. In addition, the intermediate
values generated are stored in the reduced access cost rows of
sub-arrays to further minimize the access time and energy.
2) Division: Pooling operations in a neural network are
generally used for down-sampling. Max/Min pooling are easily
supported with the help of adder block in the BCE. The
average pooling involves calculating the average across the
patches of input map based on the ﬁlters. This operation
requires accumulating all the entries of input matrix and
dividing it by the total number of entries. For the division
operation, we adopt the LUT-based approach proposed in the
[22]. It uses Taylor’s series expansion of the operands for
faster division operation, reduced LUT entries and performs
the division operation using the Equation 1. X and Y are the
division operands represented with 2m bits. Yh and Yl are the
upper and lower m-bits. The input operand values are mapped
to [1, 2) using the shift operations (the shift counter value is
stored to re-map the ﬁnal result). Next, X(Yh − Yl ) and 1/Yh2

X,Y ∈ [1, 2)

(1)

3) Activation Functions: The exponent, sigmoid and tanh
operations are implemented using LUT based on the piecewise
linear approximation, proposed in [23], [24], [25], [26], [27].
The piecewise linear approximation for the exponent operation
is shown in the Equation. 2, where S is the number of
piecewise segments (for sigmoid and tanh, replace ysl with
appropriate function).
f s (x) = α s ∗ (x − xls ) + ysl = α s ∗ x + (ysl − α s ∗ xls )
s

x ∈ [xls , xrs ], ysl = exl , s ∈ [1, S]

(2)

LUT stores the values of α s and (ysl − α s ∗ xls ) corresponding
to xls . Similarly, exponential operation in softmax is also computed using the LUT approach and the results are accumulated
for further normalization operation. The normalized operation
(involves division) is performed using the above illustrated
division operation.
D. BFree Systolic Dataﬂow Within the Slice
For incorporating the systolic dataﬂow within the slice, we
augment the conventional cache sub-array level interconnect
with simple routers. Conventional interconnect consists of
data-in, data-out, and address bus from the port to every subarray. For any memory access, all the sub-arrays in a particular
sub-bank (determined by the address) will be activated since
the data is stripped across the sub-bank (data bus (DIN/DOUT)
in Fig.8). Conventional interconnect in conjunction with BCE
supports data connectivity between the sub-arrays in the same
column, for example, sub-array 1 of sub-bank 1 shares connectivity to sub-array 1 of sub-bank 2. Whereas, the routers
are used to provide connectivity between sub-arrays in the
same sub-bank as shown in Fig.8. The interconnects are
unidirectional; hence router connects data-in of a sub-array
to data-out of the neighbouring sub-array. The data during the
systolic operations are stored within the registers in the BCE to
allow seamless dataﬂow. The reduction of the partial products
are across the sub-arrays local to the sub-bank, whereas the
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Fig. 9. (a) Weight ﬁlters and input activations (b) Systolic mapping of naive convolution operation (c) Systolic mapping of convolution operation transformed
into matrix multiplication. Input matrix is in its transposed form. Note that the dimensions of the activations and ﬁlters, and the number of sub-arrays are for
illustrative purposes only.

input streaming are across the sub-banks as shown in Fig.8.
The systolic data movement within the slice is completely
uniform at any given time, thus easily managed by the BCEs
in conjunction with controllers (discussed in section 4.3).

channels of a ﬁlter are distributed across the rows of subarrays within a column. For instance, in Fig.9(a) there are n
different ﬁlters with three input channels each. Input channel1 of ﬁlter-n is loaded onto the sub-array at 1st row of nth
column. Now at every step, one set of input activations from
channel-i are supplied to all the sub-arrays in row-i. The BCE
performs dot product between these two vector of elements
and forwards the partial product to the adjacent sub-array
in vertical direction. The partial products get accumulated at
every sub-array within a column to form one element in the
output feature map. Essentially, each column produces one
element of output feature map at every step.

IV. N EURAL N ETWORK M APPING AND
E XECUTION
In this section, we discuss various mapping and execution
strategies to support the execution of diverse DNN workloads
on the BFree architecture. The network parameters such as
weight ﬁlter size, stride, and input size have signiﬁcant impact
on the overall data movement and available parallelism in
execution. For accelerating the convolution operation, it can
be formulated as matrix-matrix multiplication to leverage
the operand re-use capabilities. However,in the matrix-matrix
multiplication formulation, the input vectors to each layer need
to be unrolled, resulting in large storage requirements. If there
is enough space to store all the unrolled intermediate features
(which will be fed as inputs to the next layer), it is beneﬁcial to
adopt matrix formulation, otherwise, we perform conventional
convolution operation. BFree incorporates efﬁcient support
for both conventional convolution and matrix-matrix multiplication operations. In addition, BFree also supports various
non linear functions such as Sigmoid, Tanh, and Softmax to
support other (other than CNN) widely used networks such as
recurrent neural networks and transformer models.

B. Matrix Multiply Mapping
Convolution operations can be converted into a 2D matrixmatrix multiplication as discussed in [28]. This is accomplished by transforming the ﬁlters with dimensions (n, i, j)
into a matrix of dimensions (n ∗ i, j). Since the weight matrix
is read only during the inference phase, it is statically unrolled
into the matrix format. Similarly the input vector has to
be transformed into a 2D matrix to perform matrix-matrix
multiplication. However, transforming the input feature map
is not as trivial as transforming the weight matrix. Every
row of the transformed matrix contains the elements that
get multiplied with a ﬁlter in one convolution step. This
corresponds to a matrix with number of rows equal to the
number of convolution steps per ﬁlter, which is dependent of
the stride and size of the ﬁlter. Consequently, there could be
redundant copies of elements based on the stride between two
convolution steps, leading to wasted memory space as shown
in Fig.9(c). Note that the input activation matrix shown in
the ﬁgure is in its transposed form. Since the input activation
for intermediate layers are dynamically generated, the matrix
formation has to be dynamic as well. This is handled by the
slice controller which writes the results in appropriate format
in the storage.
The transformed weight matrix is partitioned into submatrices and mapped onto the sub-arrays as show in Fig.9(c).
Every element (i, j) in input activation matrix gets multiplied

A. Convolution Mapping
Consider the ﬁlter and input activations shown in Fig.9(a).
An element in weight tensor Wn,i, j corresponds to jth element
in the ith input channel of nth ﬁlter. Ii, j is the jth element
of ith channel of input activation. A convolution operation
is essentially scanning the ﬁlter across input activations and
performing dot product between the corresponding elements
at each position. Fig.9(b) shows the systolic dataﬂow and
mapping of weight ﬁlters for naive convolution operation.
To setup the systolic dataﬂow for convolution operation, we
distribute the weight tensors as follows: different ﬁlters are
distributed across the columns of sub-arrays and the input
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compute resources in the system.
C. BFree Execution Flow
BFree incorporates hierarchical control mechanism across
cache, slice, bank and sub-array granularity for the execution of DNN workloads. BFree requires new instructions for
supporting these in-memory operations (convolution, matrix
multiplication, pooling, and activation functions), similar to
the state-of-the-art processing in cache works [9]. These inmemory instructions are directed to the cache controller, and
it executes the kernel. Each instruction executes a kernel, thus
performing layer by layer execution of the NN workloads.
Overall BFree execution ﬂow is illustrated in Fig.11. In the
conﬁguration phase, depending on the kernel, BFree cache
controller loads the LUT rows at sub-arrays with appropriate
entries and also programs the slice controller with the necessary control data for the kernel. Next, it loads the weight
parameters of the network into all the slices in a broadcast
fashion. Depending on the kernel parameters (dimensions of
ﬁlter, number of channels etc.), it distributes the weights across
and within each slice for efﬁcient execution. It employs weight
duplication, and efﬁcient partition across sub-arrays to increase
the parallelism. Slice controller, loads the conﬁguration blocks
(CB) of each BCE with the appropriate metadata depending
on the kernel operation.
In the computation phase, cache controller loads the input
features/operands onto the input registers of the BCEs of the
ﬁrst sub-bank using slice controller (these inputs will fed to
the adjacent sub-banks in a systolic manner in the subsequent
cycles). Next, BCE performs the corresponding operation
(multiplication, convolution) using the LUT entries in subarray or its hardwired multiply-ROM. It also accumulates the
partial products from the adjacent sub-arrays in a systolic
fashion. The ﬁnal product will be accumulated in the last
sub-array in each sub-bank. Depending on the operation,
the accumulated products will be further distributed across
different sub-arrays in the same sub-bank depending on the
output channel. The ﬁnal results will be either stored in the
sub-arrays for processing the next layer features or stored
back in the next level storage (such as DRAM) depending
on the storage requirements (for example, when we do batch
inference, the output features are stored back in the DRAM
due to cache storage space constraints).

Fig. 10. Self-attention layer in BERT

with all the elements of a row i in the weight matrix. For example, the input I0,0 gets multiplied with W0,0,0 ,W1,0,0 , ...Wn,0,0
to generate the partial products of elements O0,0 , O1,0 , ...On,0
respectively. Since we perform matrix multiplication in this
format, the full compute capability of the BCE unit, as
discussed in Section III-C1, is exploited.
1) Mapping Recurrent Neural Networks: Recurrent neural
networks process a sequence of inputs using the internal
state through a series of gating mechanisms and activation
functions. Unlike CNNs, RNNs process the inputs sequentially, meaning to process the input at current step, output of
previous step is required. LSTMs and GRUs are the widely
used RNN variants which differ in the gating mechanism
used. Typically LSTM employ more number of gates than
GRUs which makes it computationally intensive. Therefore
we use the LSTM [29] network to evaluate BFree architecture.
The operations on LSTM network comprises of matrix multiplication, tanh, sigmoid, and softmax operations. The BFree
architecture performs all the operations sequentially within the
cache, crediting to the re-conﬁgurable LUT based operations.
2) Mapping Transformer Models: The primary operation
in transformer models is matrix-matrix multiplication which
is highly optimized on CPUs and GPUs. Unlike LSTMs,
transformer model has abundant parallelism as all the inputs of
a sequence can be processed in parallel. Bidirectional encoder
representation from transformers (BERT) [30] is an instance of
the transformer model which is used in the evaluation of BFree
architecture. Fig.10 shows the dataﬂow of the self-attention
layer, which is the basic building block of the BERT model.
BFree executes softmax operation similar to matrix multiply
using efﬁcient systolic dataﬂow. Each sub-array processes
unique sets of elements in the vector, and accumulates across
the sub-array to get denominator of the softmax (∑ ex ) operation in the last sub-array. This denominator is redistributed
to all the sub-arrays (increased parallelism) for computing
the ﬁnal output. Matrices K, Q, and V can be processed in
parallel. However, matrices K and Q are required for further
computation of P and P’ matrices whereas V is not required
until P’ is computed. So, we overlap the computation of V
with the computation of P’ which only involves scalar and
softmax units. This scheduling improves the utilization of the

V. A NALYSIS AND R ESULTS
This section describes in detail, the design framework,
circuit and layout design feasibility to memory system level
quantitative evaluations. We also describe strategies and optimizations used in running various types of neural networks,
and compare our results with relevant bitline computing techniques. We perform comprehensive evaluation of the SRAM
circuit design, layout design and area overhead, BCE and
router design.
A. Design and Simulation Environment Setup
As part of the BFree work, we have designed the SRAM
bitcells and the subarray partition using circuit design with
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Fig. 11. Overview of BFree execution ﬂow

standard SRAM design techniques. A comprehensive design
and analysis requires system level evaluations with various
toolsets. Table-1 shows the circuit simulation parameters and
tools used for design and evaluation. SRAM circuit, LUT
integration and layout design are implemented using TSMC
16nm circuit simulation and layout design rules. We have
synthesized and performed auto place and route for a slice
with BCEs using Synposys DC and ICC compiler respectively.
Next, we evaluated power of the BCE for different operations
using Synopsys Primetime-PX. We have incorporated these
performance and power metrics into BFree cycle accurate
simulator for end-to-end evaluation of various NN workloads
(steps shown in Section 3 & 4).

BCE consumes 0.4mW. By integrating 16nm technology parameters into CACTI [31], we calculate area overhead for
larger cache slices. The BCE area overhead is 6% for a cache
slice of 2.5MB. Increased access latency due to BCE area
overhead is countered by repeated up sizing which aids in
balancing the delay overheads.
Comparison with Specialized MAC unit: Having a specialized MAC at the subarray level might be an alternative
for bitline computing. While this design is straightforward,
BCE when compared to specialized MAC unit with equivalent
conﬁgurable features, occupies 3% lesser area and offers 48%
more energy efﬁciency. The BCE design eliminates costly
multipliers, that accounts for the energy savings compared to
the MAC unit. Also, simple 8-bit MAC unit does not support
special operations like sigmoid, tanh, softmax, etc., whereas
BCE and LUT together supports them.

B. Design Analysis
BFree incorporates minimal changes to conventional L3
cache to support PIM LUT based compute, this subsection
analyzes the optimized modes, power, performance and area
overheads of the additional logics:
Reduced access cost for LUT: The reduced cost access
rows for the LUT look-up are used for all operations except
multiply. During the convolution or matrix multiply operation,
these reduced cost access rows are used for the intermediate
partial products. Sub-array requires two additional components
for enabling LUT feature into the subarray partition. These are
LUT precharge and LUT enable circuitry which will enable
the Bitline decoupling to the rows of subarray partition. Bitline
connectivity to only few rows and reuse of the already existing
subarray peripherals will result in faster data lookup. This
additional circuit constitutes to 0.5% area compared to the
sub-array.
Controller: The controller at various granularity (cache:
0.8mW, slice: 1.4mW) orchestrating the dataﬂow constitutes
to 0.1% area compared to the whole L3 cache.
BCE: BCE in convolution mode (conv mode) consumes
0.4mW, which utilizes 1x{8:1 MUX}, 1xAdder, 2xShifters.
Whereas in matrix multiplication mode (matmul mode) utilizes the switch MUX (8x{8:1 MUX}), all the Adders and
Shifters, thereby consuming 1.3mW. For all other operations,

C. Experimental Setup
In the subsequent section, we ﬁrst compare our BFree PIM
approach with a recent processing in cache technique - Neural
Cache [9]. For this purpose, we run inception-v3 [32]. Even
though we give emphasis towards PIM techniques for caches,
we also compare BFree with NN accelerator like Eyeriss
[33] using VGG-16 [34]. We further point out that DRAM
bandwidth is the performance bottleneck of BFree and present
the performance scaling for increasing DRAM bandwidth for
one of the networks. We also discuss the mapping of LSTM
and BERT, to demonstrate the re-conﬁgurability of the BFree
architecture.
We use Intel Xeon CPU E5-2697 running at 2.6 GHz for
CPU baseline performance. For GPU performance, we use
NVIDIA Titan-V GPU having 5120 cores, 8.5MB shared
cache and 12 GB HBM2. We evaluate BFree with 35MB L3
cache over different networks with varied parameters, shown
in Table-II. We proﬁled CPU and GPU using Pytorch and
Tensorﬂow proﬁler. To measure the power, we use Intel Rapl
[35] Nvidia-smi [36] tools for CPU and GPU respectively. The
maximum frequency for BFree is same as the subarray access
latency (1.5GHz).
TABLE II
S UMMARY OF NEURAL NETWORK WORKLOADS

TABLE I
D ESIGN TOOLS ANALYSIS SETUP FRAMEWORKS
SRAM, LUT partition, and
BCE design
Cache level evaluation
Synthesis
Power and Timing analysis

Network
Inception-v3
VGG-16
LSTM
BERT-base
BERT-large

16nm SPICE simulation model and
standard cell libraries
CACTI [31]
Synopsys Design Compiler
Synopsys Primetime-PX
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Layers
48
16
1
12
24

Params
24M
138M
4.3M
87M
324M

Mults
4.7G
15.5G
4.35M
11.1G
39.5G

Dataset
ImageNet [37]
TIMIT [38]
MRPC [39]
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Fig. 13. Layerwise latency comparison against Eyeriss

Fig. 12. (a)Layer-wise run-time comparison of mixed layers in Inception-v3.
Latency breakdown of (b)BFree, and (c)Neural Cache. (d)Energy breakdown
of different operations in the Cache for BFree excluding DRAM energy.

15.4pJ respectively. In contrast, BCE accesses the subarray
only for reading and writing data, whereas the MAC operations are performed using the BCE hardwired-LUT(consumes
about 0.5pJ) resulting the signiﬁcant energy gains over Neural
Cache.
For BFree, almost 80% of the energy is attributed to the
weight loading phase from DRAM. Fig.12(d) shows the energy
distribution after excluding the DRAM energy. From this
ﬁgure, we can observe that the sub-array access energy (SA
access) and BCE contribute to 85% of the energy. SA access
is incurred while reading and writing weight elements and
partial products. BCE energy is the total energy consumed by
BCE during the execution which includes the accumulation
operation across sub-arrays.
Comparison with Eyeriss: VGG16 network comprises of
huge weight ﬁlter sizes, thereby enabling matrix multiplication
based dataﬂow (discussed in section 4.2). Hence, BCE in
matmul mode (4 MACs/cycle per sub-array) can utilize all the
16 adders & shifters when performing matrix multiplication.
The ﬁlter matrix can be loaded onto the SRAM subarray in the
appropriate format. The input activation matrix is dynamically
generated by issuing multiple reads to the DRAM buffers.
We compare the performance of running VGG-16 against
Eyeriss [33] with iso-compute area and iso-frequency for a
slice (SRAM memory with 2.5MB). We get an area overhead
of 6% for the proposed conﬁguration of BCE units in a
2.5MB slice. So, we conﬁgured Eyeriss to the same area as
the additional custom logic needed for BFree. The equivalent
conﬁguration of Eyeriss accelerator consists of 12x12 array
with 8-bit MAC units (area of the PE of Eyeriss is scaled to
16nm technology). Fig.13 shows the layer wise computation
cycle breakdown and BFree is 3.97x faster than Eyeriss. BFree
requires reduced number of computation cycles compared to
Eyeriss. Execution of layers in BFree is dominated by weight
and input loading time rather than the execution (∼ 10%). The
overhead due to weight loading can be amortized by performing batch processing. However, the input load overhead cannot
be hidden by batch processing which becomes the bottleneck
of the system. It is due to the limited main-memory bandwidth
available in the system.
Increasing the main memory bandwidth: In Fig.14, we
show the trend in execution time when we increase the avail-

D. Evaluation
Comparison with Neural Cache: Compared to Neural
Cache [9], BFree on conv mode (0.5 MAC/cycle per subarray) shows a 1.72x overall speedup and 3.14x energy savings
for the same L3 cache size of 35MB. BFree requires minimal
perturbation to the sub-array, hence running at sub-array’s
frequency. Whereas, Neural Cache adds additional peripheral
logics in the sub-array to perform computations, thereby
decreasing the sub-array’s frequency. The speedup advantage
is also due to the systolic dataﬂow processing incorporated into
our design. On the other hand, Neural Cache loads all inputs
into the appropriate subarrays before the processing can begin.
Furthermore, the outputs available on different bitlines have to
be read out and written back multiple times for accumulation.
These overheads are hidden in BFree as the inputs and partial
sum ﬂow across the systolic array which is pipelined.
Fig.12(a) shows the performance of BFree and Neural
Cache when running mixed layers of Inception-V3. Since input
loading is not a contributing factor to the runtime of BFree, it
performs signiﬁcantly better for layers with larger input sizes.
Fig.12(b)&(c) shows the distribution of runtime for
Inception-V3 on BFree and Neural Cache respectively. Majority of the runtime for both the architectures is spent in loading
ﬁlter elements from DRAM. The next major component is the
convolution phase which primarily comprises of MAC operations. During the convolution phase, both BFree and Neural
Cache have a similar performance. However, Neural Cache
spends almost 30% of the execution time in loading inputs
and reducing the partial products obtained during convolution
phase. But, BFree does not have these overheads due to
systolic data processing. For quantization, we use gemmlowp
[40] technique which requires multiplying a scaling factor and
adding a bias to the feature before shifting it to obtain the ﬁnal
value. This is performed by all the subarrays hosting the data,
eliminating the round trip to the processor. Hence, we see a
1.72x speedup compared to Neural Cache.
The energy savings can be attributed to the reduced number
of subarray reads and writes, and low power design of BCE
units. Neural Cache has to activate all the bitlines every cycle
either for read, write or MAC operations. The energy cost
for the read/write access, and compute operation is 8.6pJ and
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TABLE III
RUNTIME & E NERGY COMPARISON OF BF REE W. R . T CPU & GPU
LSTM, BERT- BASE AND BERT- LARGE .

 

Network
LSTM
BERT
-base
BERT
-large

Batch

1
16
1
16

Execution Time in ms
CPU
888.3
1160.0
121.3
2910.0
453.1

GPU
96.2
47.3
3.8
89.7
11.1

BFree
0.43
5.3
1.2
35.6
6.7

FOR

Energy in J
CPU
31.09
34.80
3.64
87.3
13.6

GPU
4.33
1.67
0.45
4.5
1.7

BFree
0.01
0.12
0.04
0.39
0.12

execution. The runtime excludes the data transfer time from
main memory as weights will be available in cache. Because
LSTM is a sequential model, the data movement overheads
in general purpose processors cannot be hidden as much from
the runtime.
Table-III also contains the performance of baselines and
BFree for BERT-base and BERT-large models. We observe
relatively lesser speed-ups for BFree compared to the baseline
models, since CPUs and GPUs use highly optimized BLAS
routines [44], [45] for matrix multiplication which achieves
good resource utilization. The speedup w.r.t GPU (5120 cores)
can be attributed to large number of compute units in BFree
(4 MACs/subarray, and a total of 4480 sub-arrays) and energy savings are due to reduced data movement overheads.
CPU, GPU and BFree all beneﬁt from batching of inputs
by amortizing the data movement overheads. BERT-base has
smaller layers compared to BERT-large and therefore has more
replicas of the layer. In such scenarios, different inputs have
to be supplied to the replicas to perform useful work, which
is again limited by the available main memory bandwidth.
Hence the impact of main memory bandwidth on runtime is
signiﬁcant for BERT-base than for BERT-large.

Fig. 14. Latency breakdown for VGG16 network with varied main memory
bandwidth (DRAM: 20GBps, eDRAM: 64GBps, and HBM: 100GBps).

able bandwidth using eDRAMs [41] and HBM [42] memories
for batch sizes 1 and 16. For a single image processing (batch
is 1), we store the intermediates within the SRAM, but in the
case of batch processing, BFree uses the next level memory
to hold the intermediates, thereby suffering from input load
time. We could observe that the eDRAM still suffers from the
feature loading time, whereas with HBM the BFree is highly
efﬁcient without much loading overheads. Also, the Fig.14
shows the performance beneﬁts due to varying bit precisions
among the layers of VGG-16. BFree seamlessly supports
operations on different bitwidths, enabling it to exploit the
layerwise varied precision trained using [43]. Varied bitprecision (accuracy loss of 1%) reduces the 50% of execution
time compared to the 8-bit precision, since most of the layers
are executed using 4-bit precision. While running a single
batch, inputs are loaded from the SRAM but input load time
increases with higher number batches, since it is stored in
next level memory. This trend is valid with varied inputs and
weight bit precision.
Comparison with CPU and GPU: BFree achieves 259x,
5.5x speedup and 307x, 11.8x energy savings w.r.t CPU and
GPU for a batch size of 16 when running Inception-V3. For
VGG-16, we get a speedup of 193x, 3x, and, energy savings
of 253x and 7x w.r.t CPU and GPU for a batch size of 16.
LSTM and BERT: The core computation in LSTM and
BERT are matrix-vector and matrix-matrix multiplications, so
BFree is operated in matmul mode Also, these networks make
use of special functions like tanh, sigmoid, softmax, etc, which
can be computed with the help of LUTs.
The whole LSTM model ﬁts within the SRAM cache.
Therefore, the weight load overhead is amortized over the
sequence of inputs. BFree executes LSTM-1024 network using
all the slices.
Table-III shows the runtime of LSTM networks of baseline
and BFree architecture for a sequence length of 300. The
runtime presented for baseline architectures is only for the
computation involved in a timestep during steady state of

VI. R ELATED WORKS
In this section, we discuss existing custom digital accelerator and PIM-based accelerator architectures for DNN
acceleration. Several neural network accelerators have been
proposed to leverage the computational and energy efﬁciency
offered by dedicated hardware. Eyeriss [33] optimizes data
movements by maximizing input data reuse and minimizing
partial sum accumulation cost. DaDianNao [46] proposes a
compact neural network supercomputer. They map specialized
logic of the DNNs to multiple chips/nodes which are tightly
interconnected to optimize the data transfer. Simba [47] maps
the DNN inference operation onto multiple smaller chiplets
in a distributed fashion. WAX [48] incorporates the compute
units adjacent to each SRAM scratch pad sub-arrays to minimize the wire lengths between compute units and storage.
SCNN [49] and SparTen [50] propose sparse neural network
accelerators. They customize the dataﬂow to leverage the
weight and activation sparsity in the neural networks for faster
inference and improved energy efﬁciency.
PIM-based accelerators can be broadly categorized into two
categories depending on the underlying memory technology.
First category of PIM accelerators [3], [5], [51], [52], [53]
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leverage the in-situ analog and digital MAC capabilities of
emerging cross-point memory architectures to accelerate the
DNN workloads. These architectures augment the cross-point
memory arrays with necessary peripheral circuitry such as
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, shift & add
units. Second category of PIM accelerators [9], [54], [55],
[56] leverage the SRAM and DRAM based bitline computing
techniques. Aga et al. [57] proposed compute caches which
repurpose the cache for computational purposes. Boolean
operations are performed using multi row activation technique. Slower compute time as compared to the data access
time as a measure to retain the memory robustness. This
Bitline computing technique accelerates applications having
bulk Boolean operations. Works from Zhang et al. [19], [58]
have proposed multi row activation in SRAM for in memory
linear classiﬁcation by performing multiplications using bitline
current summation technique.
Neural Cache [9] and Duality cache [54] run neural networks on repurposed caches of the processor using multi row
activation and bit serial computing. Since caches occupy majority of the processor real estate and bitline level computing
can transform the memory into thousands of PIM accelerators,
both Neural Cache and Duality Cache achieve performance
much higher than CPU and GPU running the same application.
However fundamental operations like MAC require multiple
access to the bitlines. All of the above works either design
a novel SRAM cell, use new technology or modify the
memory peripherals to achieve PIM at the bitline level. PIM
solutions are not just limited to SRAMs but works from V.
Seshadri et al., [55], [56] perform similar multi row activations
in DRAM. However, our work relies on LUTs within the
subarray hierarchy of the memory and compute neural network
primitives in lesser cycles. We show higher energy efﬁciency
than the related works which reply on the bitline discharge
for computation. To the best of our knowledge ours is the
ﬁrst work to propose PIM using light weight LUTs within
the SRAM subarray and reduce the role of bitlines in the
computation. We show performance boost and higher energy
efﬁciency by computing neural network primitives in lesser
number of cycles.

tion of the bitlines and the presence of small compute engine
(BCE) conﬁgures the sub-array to perform neural network
computation. In this work we have shown that BFree supports
various kinds of neural networks. This PIM solution achieves
1.72x better performance while being 3.14x energy efﬁcient
compared to the state-of-the-art DNN in-memory accelerators
when running inception v3. Our analysis show 101x, 3x
speed up and 91x, 11x energy efﬁcient than CPU and GPU
respectively for a transformer model, BERT-Base. BFree has
the potential to further unlock more efﬁcient PIM capabilities
with better mapping techniques and task sharing in a tightly
coupled compute-memory system.
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